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 Over the past decade, as the popularity of cognitive approaches to literary criticism has 

grown, so too have negative reactions to this approach and its comingling of methodologies from 

the humanities and sciences.  These reactions sometimes presume that the rise of one critical 

method will mean the obsolescence of previous literary theories.  Worse still, Louis Menand 

fears that interdisciplinary ventures will become “superdisciplinary,” wherein the humanities will 

be subordinated to the sciences even in their own areas of expertise.  Menand explains: 

Evolutionary psychology is currently colonizing many other disciplines, from literary 

studies to philosophy and economics. And there are undoubtedly people who believe that 

ultimately everything can be explained in the terms of physics—just not yet. 

Superdisciplinarity is not a United Nations regime. It is unipolar. It is about finding the 

perspective that licenses all other perspectives.
1
 

Many scientists are, indeed, critical of the humanities, characterizing them as more reliant on 

unfalsifiable language from entrenched academic authorities than on any methodological rigor 

open to independent verification.  In an oft-cited essay, Noam Chomsky remarks: 

[I]n many domains, one can spin fanciful tales with impunity or keep to the most boring 

clerical work (sometimes called "scholarship"); in the sciences, your tales will be refuted 
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and you will be left behind by students who want to understand something about the 

world, not satisfied to let such matters be "someone else's concern."
2
 

While Chomsky’s criticism is unnecessarily dismissive, it enunciates a methodological 

imperative that is paramount in science but sometimes forgotten in literary criticism: 

demonstrable evidence should trump familiar jargon and speculative theorizing.  If one adopted 

Chomsky’s interpretation and demanded that literary criticism meet the standards of empiricism, 

then Menand’s fears of superdisciplinarity might be justified.  However, literary criticism has its 

own methodological rigor.  The most popular literary theory is irrelevant to a text if its 

observations are not grounded in that text.  Close reading is the scholar’s empiricism.  If a 

scholar begins with the text rather than with the theory, then it should not greatly matter which 

field first produced that theory.  Conversely, beginning with a general theory and then mining a 

text or other data set for confirming evidence fails to meet the methodological standards of either 

the sciences or the humanities. 

 In order to justify the integration of disciplines and soothe the fears of critics like Menand, 

cognitive literary scholars have emphasized the compatibility of cognitive science with accepted 

literary theories.  However, in trying to reconcile methodologies from both domains, it is 

possible to fail the basic criteria of both.  For example, evolutionary psychology, Menand’s 

example of a colonizing discipline, may seem irreconcilable with literary historicism, at least at 

the level of general description.  Evolutionary psychology maintains that the human brain enters 

the world already equipped with specific mechanisms for perceiving and engaging with its 

physical and social environment.  These mechanisms are the same across cultures and have 
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likely existed for the better part of 200,000 years.  Historicism, on the other hand, maintains that 

an individual’s understanding of the world is shaped by his or her specific historical and 

geographic location, social conventions, and available technology.  Described at this level of 

abstraction, these two theories would seem incompatible as critical tools for reading the same 

text.  At this level of abstraction, counterevidence for both of these theories would not be hard to 

find.  For this reason, the task of integrating cognitive science and literary scholarship cannot 

begin at the top.  Doing so opens scholars to quick refutation by both scientific and literary 

criteria.  Instead, a cognitive theory of literary criticism will have to be built from the ground up, 

and the ground in this case is the text.   

Cognitive historicism  

Theory of Mind (ToM), the cognitive capacity to mentally represent (or metarepresent) 

the mental representations of others—to imagine what someone else knows, or knows we 

know—is an indispensable skill for a social species like homo sapiens.  In her book Why We 

Read Fiction
3
, Lisa Zunshine, a leader in the field of cognitive literary criticism, builds on work 

by Robin Dunbar, Simon Baron-Cohen, and others, to argue that literature exercises our ToM 

capability the way lifting weights exercises physical strength.  While a normal conversation 

requires an individual to conceptualize two or three levels of intentionality—e.g. I know 

(intentional level 1) that you know (level 2) that she knows (level 3)—Zunshine claims that 

modern literature enables us to metarepresent fifth and sixth levels of intentionality.  Phrased this 

way, the claim is little different than Robin Dunbar’s analysis of Othello in his book, The Human 
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Story.
4
  However, Zunshine’s approach to literature is not exactly cognitive science.  It is more 

precisely called cognitive historicism.
5
  In cognitive historicism, a work of literature is taken to 

be a product of its historical moment and local culture, just as in the literary theory called New 

Historicism.  But cognitive historicism is not blank-slate cultural constructionism.  The 

“cognitive” aspect can be found in the understanding that the human brain comes prepackaged 

with particular modules or, at least, tendencies and abilities, such as the ability to track the minds 

of other agents.  The development of cognitive historicism is a step away from the strong form of 

historicism that characterized the standard social science model, and it has brought Zunshine and 

others into conflict with scholars loyal to twentieth century theories of cultural determinism.
6
  

Her intended reader in Why We Read Fiction seems to be those like Louis Menand who fear that 

the sciences are “colonizing” the humanities.  Zunshine assures her reader that, “far from 

displacing or rendering the traditional approaches redundant, a cognitive approach can build on, 

strengthen, and develop their insights.”
7
  “Build on, strengthen, and develop,” but not, it seems, 

“emend” or “correct.”  This omission is significant.  It subordinates cognitive literary criticism to 

previous cultural studies paradigms rather than to the science that created it.   Zunshine is more 

explicit in her response to Brian Boyd’s review of her book: 

I do not share the feelings (be they hopes or fears) of those literary critics who believe 

that cognitive approaches necessarily invalidate insights of more traditional schools of 
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thought. I think that it is a sign of strength in a cognitive approach when it turns out to be 

highly compatible with well-thought-through literary criticism, and I eagerly seize on the 

instances of such compatibility.  Given that the human mind in its numerous complex 

environments has been the object of study of literary critics for longer than it has been the 

object of study of cognitive scientists, I would, in fact, be suspicious of any cognitive 

reading so truly “original” that it can find no support in any of the existing literary critical 

paradigms.
8
  

Her measurement of the accuracy of cognitive approaches to literature is primarily how well 

these approaches appease already entrenched methodologies.  This is a clear divergence from 

cognitive science.  In science, when it comes to proving a hypothesis, empirical facts beat 

familiarity.  As Thomas Kuhn proved, people tend to defend their familiar paradigms, but a 

tenacious experimenter with observable evidence will eventually force such a paradigm to shift.  

Zunshine’s criterion of familiarity is equally dubious by the standards of literary criticism.  

Foucault and Derrida were not well known for their dutiful adherence to old historicism or 

structuralism but rather for unapologetically exposing flaws in the methodologies they inherited.   

Cognitive historicism can maintain its viability as a theory of literature without 

attempting to subordinate the other disciplines from which it borrows.
9
  The word culture 

originally referred to the cultivation of biological material, not construction ex nihilo.  Hereford 

cattle and foot-long ears of corn could hardly be called constructions, but they have been 

selectively bred for factors conducive to human designs.  This seems to be the tenor of 

Zunshine’s exercise metaphor, but in practice her predisposal toward the old paradigm causes her 
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to overlook the facts of both science and literature in the rush to pacify skeptical historicists.  By 

spending most of her book examining novels from the seventeenth century to the present, 

Zunshine creates the impression (and seems to share the belief) that the use of ToM to the fourth, 

fifth, and sixth order of intentionality is a relatively new cultural construction.  Presumably due 

to its age and origins in oral tradition, she attempts to use the Old English poem Beowulf as a foil 

to these later novels, establishing a sort of baseline for uncultivated ToM.   

An example of a work of fiction that does not (and perhaps could not, due to material 

realities of its time's textual reproduction) play with multiply embedded levels of 

intentionality the way Woolf's Mrs. Dalloway does [is the] Old English epic Beowulf.  

Beowulf may never be able to embed more than three levels of intentionality, but it still 

engages our Theory of Mind in ways that vary—within certain parameters—from one 

moment to another and from one reader to another.
10

  

Zunshine gives no indication of precisely what “material realities” would limit the necessary 

metarepresentation, but she seems quite certain that they are there and that the third tier is the 

ceiling of social intelligence in the poem.  By selecting a thousand-year-old work and presuming 

that it lacks the cognitive sophistication of Woolf or Nabokov, Zunshine seems to be creating a 

historical model in which cognitive skills progressed through the centuries like technology.  

While this march of cognitive progress makes sense within a vague historicist paradigm, it 

overlooks two factors: evolutionary psychology and the poem itself.  From the perspective of 

evolutionary psychology, there is no reason to expect Beowulf to show any less sophistication in 

social cognition than Mrs. Dalloway, since a millennium is hardly a significant length of time in 

our species’ evolutionary history.  More important for the credibility of cognitive literary critics 
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is the fact that Beowulf is full of embedded metarepresentation.  Even in translation, a close 

reading of the poem cannot escape this fact.  The only thing that seems to motivate Zunshine’s 

assertion to the contrary is the preservation of a historicist paradigm.  Instead of validating 

cognitive historicism, Zunshine’s dismissal of Beowulf constitutes an overstatement that 

threatens the credibility of the very paradigm she wishes to defend. 

“Search the thoughts” 

The material realities of Beowulf’s production were certainly different from those of the 

West in the last two centuries.  The poem was written down very near the year 1000 CE, and its 

content and poetic style indicate that it existed as an oral artifact for centuries before that.  For 

the purposes of literary scholars, the cultural context of Beowulf’s origin is as different as it 

could possibly be from that of Mrs. Dalloway.  However, the displays of complex ToM which 

Zunshine insists cannot be there are there in handfuls.  The ability to track minds of those who 

are themselves tracking other minds is so necessary to a reading of the poem that it confounds 

modern readers who have the printed page and footnotes in front of them.  New readers of 

Beowulf frequently complain that a story of a single hero and his fights with three monsters is 

polluted with digressions about foreign kings, past battles, court intrigue, and the nature of 

wisdom that bear no direct relevance to the action of the story.  These elements seem less like 

digressions when the reader realizes that the poem is not just about a single hero and three 

monster fights.  It is about understanding minds: one’s own mind, the minds of one’s peers, and 

the mind of one’s enemy.  It is about hubris, diplomacy, social bonds, empathy, and revenge 

upon revenge upon revenge.   
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This sort of mindreading is not limited to the reader’s attempt to understand the 

characters.  The characters seek to understand each other and encourage other characters to 

imagine the thoughts of yet others.  Most of Hrothgar’s dialogue is devoted to describing the 

minds of other men, such as when he warns Beowulf not to become like Heremod, the powerful 

but arrogant king who betrayed the loyalty of his thanes.  In a ninety-eight line soliloquy (lines 

1687-1784) commonly referred to as “Hrothgar’s Sermon” for its religious and moral rhetoric, 

the old king lays out a complicated folk psychology in which the mind is subdivided into at least 

three distinct agents which contend with each other to influence an individual’s thoughts and 

behavior.
11

  Metarepresentation is common in minor characters, as well.  As the coast guard tells 

Beowulf, “A sharp shield-warrior must discern between two things—words and deeds—if he 

thinks well.”
12

  In the coast guard’s case, he has to decide whether to trust the fully armed ship of 

foreign warriors who are about to disembark on his soil.  If they are hostile, he loses the tactical 

advantage as soon as they set foot on dry land.  If they are genuine altruists, he does not want to 

hinder their assistance to the Danes against Grendel.  Theory of mind at that time was not simply 

an exercise of artistry but a vital survival skill.  Accordingly, no one beats the eponymous hero in 

his metarepresentational prowess. 

When Beowulf arrives in the Danish court of Heorot, he is welcomed by all but Unferth, 

whom the poem describes as an arrogant courtier threatened by the arrival of a more capable 

warrior.
13

  Zunshine cites the interaction between Beowulf and Unferth as “an example of the 
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 These include the soul within the mind, the “soul’s shepherd” (sawele hyrde, 1742a), and the “evil spirit” (wergan 
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12

 Ǣġhwæþres sceal/ scearp scyldwiga ġescad witan,/ worda ond worca, se þe wel þenċeð (287-9).  All Old English 

translations are my own from Klaeber’s Beowulf, 4
th

 edition (Toronto: U of Toronto, 2008).  Numbers indicate lines 

rather than pages, as these are generally approximate across the various modern English translations. 
13

 “This quest of Beowulf’s, the brave sea-farer, was a great annoyance to Unferth, since he did not think that any 

other man on earth, under the heavens, could achieve more fame than he, himself” (501b-505: Wæs him Bēowulfes 
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text’s experimentation with our metarepresentational ability.”
14

  She is correct in this, but she 

heavily underestimates the complexity of ToM on display.  She states that the extent of 

metarepresentation necessary on the part of the reader is the recognition that "It was Unferth who 

initially said that Beowulf was a loser."
15

  This is not a close reading.  When Unferth first insults 

Beowulf, he specifically impugns the hero’s mental state.  Before Hrothgar the king and all of 

the Danish warriors, Unferth accuses Beowulf of hubris.
16

  Unferth wants Hrothgar’s court to 

think that Beowulf is overconfident—that Beowulf thinks he is more ready for the fight with 

Grendel than he really is.  Beowulf recognizes what Unferth wants the court to think, so he 

begins to redescribe himself to keep the Danes’ esteem.  He also impugns Unferth’s character, 

reminding him that his only past victory came when he treacherously slew his own brothers.
17

  

Unferth knew that he had killed his own brothers, so he hardly needed Beowulf to inform him of 

that fact.  Beowulf’s description was not for Unferth’s benefit but for Hrothgar’s and the other 

Danes’.  In other words, Beowulf knows (1) Unferth wants (2) Hrothgar to think (3) that Beowulf 

is overconfident (4), so he turns the tables by reminding Hrothgar and the Danes that Unferth 

cannot be trusted (5).
18

  Beowulf is operating at the fifth level of intentionality, which requires 

the reader to operate at the sixth.
19

   

                                                                                                                                                             
sīð, / mōdġes merefaran, miċel æfþunca, / forþon þe hē ne ūþe þæt ǣniġ ōðer man / ǣfre mǣrða þon mā 

middanġeardes / ġehēdde under heofenum þonne hē sylfa.) 
14

 Why We Read Fiction, p. 74 
15

 Ibid. 
16

 “Are you the Beowulf who strove with Breca on the open sea in a swimming race? There for pride you tested the 

waters and for brash boasts you risked your life in the deep water” (Eart þū se Bēowulf, se þe wið Brecan wunne / 

on sīdne sǣ ymb sund flite, / ðǣr ġit for wlenċe wada cunnedon / ond for dolġilpe on dēop wæter / aldrum nēþdon? 

504-510a, my emphasis). 
17

 “You became your brothers' murderer, your next of kin. For that you will suffer punishment in hell, no matter how 

sharp your wits” (ðū þīnum brōðrum tō banan wurde, / hēafodmǣgum; þæs þū in helle scealt / werhðo drēogan, 

þēah þīn wit duge; 587-9). 
18

 Numbers follow after the mental state they indicate, consistent with the numbering system established by Dunbar. 
19

 Zunshine seems to count the reader as a separate level of intentionality and the author as yet another.  She 

introduces the concept of metarepresentation in literature by asking what allowed Woolf to assume [1] the reader 

would think [2] about the characters’ thoughts [3] (Why We Read, 3).  Her readings of Woolf, Nabokov, Richardson 
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Later in the poem, Beowulf retells his adventures among the Danes to his uncle, the 

Geatish king Hygelac.  Beowulf’s own version of the story is not limited to the action but 

includes descriptions of his own state of mind and speculations about the feelings and motives of 

his monstrous opponents and the Danes they terrorized.  Among other things, he tells Hygelac 

that the Danish king Hrothgar intends to give his daughter, Freawaru, in marriage to his former 

enemy, the Heathobard king Ingeld.  “[Freawaru, Hrothgar’s daughter] young and dressed in 

gold, is betrothed to [Ingeld] the gracious son of Froda; [Hrothgar] the friend of the Scyldings 

has arranged this, the kingdom's shepherd, and reckons it a good plan that with a wife he should 

settle his share of the feud and slaughter.”
20

  In order to tell this much of the story, Beowulf 

engages in at least fourth-order intentionality.  First of all, he is speaking to Hygelac with 

strategic information about the thoughts of two other kings who have been locked in bloody 

conflict.  In order to understand Hrothgar’s reasoning (i.e. why Hrothgar thinks a marriage will 

result in peace), Beowulf must represent not only Hrothgar’s own thinking but Hrothgar’s 

metarepresentation of Ingeld’s thinking.  Though diplomatic marriage was common, Hrothgar 

would have to know Ingeld well enough to know that he would consent to such a marriage and 

would see it as sufficient to deter further conflict.  So far, Beowulf wants (1) Hygelac to 

understand (2) that Hrothgar thinks (3) Ingeld will feel less hostile if he marries the Danish 

princess (4).   

                                                                                                                                                             
and others regularly invoke the thoughts of the author about the reader and reader about the character, though she 

never specifically labels and numbers the levels of intentionality involved.  Robin Dunbar is more specific in 

establishing the author as the first intentional level, the reader as the second, and the character as the third:  “Since 

both the writer and reader become part of the chain of intentionality, they must be able to go one order beyond what 

the characters actually do.”  Grooming Gossip and the Evolution of Language (London: Faber and Faber, 1996) 102.   

 
20

 Sīo ġehāten (is), / ġeong, goldhroden,  gladum suna Frōdan; / (h)afað þæs ġeworden  wine Scyldinga, / rīċes 

hyrde,  ond þæt rǣd talað, / þæt hē mid ðӯ wīfe  wælfǣhða dǣl, / sæċċa ġesette. (2024-29a) 
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While it is certainly possible to share information without stopping to consider the 

thinking of the interlocutor, we should not underestimate Beowulf’s thinking about Hygelac.  

The story of Hrothgar’s marriage is strategic.  Beowulf is not simply relaying news about one 

king to another; he is warning his own king that the other king’s vision of peace will fail.  

Beowulf not only metarepresents Hrothgar’s metarepresentation of Ingeld, he is compares this to 

his own metarepresentation of Ingeld and the Heathobards.  Beowulf believes that Hrothgar has 

fatally misjudged the minds of others, Danes and Heathobards, and to explain why, he piles on 

three more levels of intentionality.  Beowulf tells Hygelac: 

Too seldom, anywhere, in the time immediately following the fall of a lord, does the 

spear rest, even though the bride is worthy.  This may, then, agitate the Heathobard 

prince and every thane of that people, when a noble son of the Danes attends the lady in 

their hall and is splendidly received.  On his person hangs a shining, ancient heirloom, 

hard-forged and pattern-welded, the inheritance of a Heathobard as long as they were 

able to maintain their weapons, until they were led to disaster in that shield-play, their 

dear companions and their own lives.
21

 

This sort of social complexity can be quite aggravating for new students of Old English trying to 

identify the subject of each verb.  Beowulf has now shifted from describing what he believes 

Hrothgar expects to his own imagined scenario that he believes Hrothgar has not foreseen.  In 

Beowulf’s prediction, the Heathobard king Ingeld agrees to marry the Danish princess Freawaru 

(Hrothgar’s daughter).  Freawaru comes to his court with her retinue of Danish warriors.  

                                                 
21

 Oft seldan hwǣr / æfter lēodhryre  lӯtle hwīle / bongār būgeð,  þēah sēo brӯd duge / Mæġ þæs þonne ofþynċan  

ðēodẹn Heaðobeardna / ond þeġna ġehwām  þāra lēoda, / þonne hē mid fǣmnan  on flett gæð, / dryhtbearn Dena,  

duguða biwenede; / on him gladiað  gomelra lāfe, / heard ond hrinġmǣl  Heaða-Bear[d]na ġestrēon / þenden hīe 

ðām wǣpnum  wealdan mōston, / oð ðæt hīe forlǣddan  tō ðām lindplegan / swǣse ġesīðas  ond hyra sylfra feorh 

(2029b-2040). 
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Though they come in peace and are armed only to protect the princess, one of the Danes is 

wearing a sword he took off the corpse of a Heathobard slain during the recent war between the 

two nations.  The sword’s danger lies not in its role as a weapon but in its role as an heirloom.  

An heirloom that should have been passed from father to son is now born by that father’s slayer 

exciting passions which will inevitably overwhelm reason.  Beowulf continues with an emphasis 

on conflicted, emotional, and inebriated mental states:  

Then, over beer, an old spear-warrior will speak.  He will see the ring, remember all of 

those men impaled on spears, his spirit will be grim.  Sad in mind, he will begin to search 

the thoughts in the heart of a young warrior, to test his spirit, to awaken foul war, and 

speak these words: “Can you, my friend, recognize that sword, that precious iron, which 

your father carried into battle under his battle mask on that last expedition where the 

Danes slew him, created that killing field when Withergyld lay dead after the fall of 

heroes by sharp Scyldings [Danes]?  Now, here some son of those slayers goes across the 

floor exulting in that armament, boasting of that murder and bearing that treasure which 

you, by rights, should possess!”  He admonishes and reminds him all the time with bitter 

words, until the opportunity comes, and Freawaru's thane sleeps bloodied from the bite of 

a sword, forfeiting his life for his father’s deeds.  The other one escapes from there alive, 

for he knows the land well. Then oaths sworn by earls on both sides will be broken.  

Afterwards deadly hatred wells up in Ingeld, and his love for his wife cools after the 

whelm of grief.  Thus I account the Heathobard’s loyalty in this noble alliance not 

without human weakness, nor their friendship solid.
22

 

                                                 
22

 Þonne cwið æt bēore sē ðe bēah ġesyhð, / eald æscwiga, sē ðe eall ġe(man), / gārcwealm gumena  him bið grim 

(se)fa, / onġinneð ġeōmormōd  geong(um) cempan / þurh hreðra ġehyġd  hiġes cunnian, / wīġbealu weċċean,  ond 

þæt word ācwyð: / “Meaht ðū, mīn wine,  mēċe ġecnāwan / þone þīn fæder  tō ġefeohte bær / under heregrīman  
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With the incorporation of the Heathobard provacateur’s tale, the number of 

metarepresentations double.  The old provocateur has his own motives.  He is reminded of his 

fallen comrades and wants revenge.  The heirloom sword is simply a means to trigger an 

equivalent rage in his younger comrade.  Rather than taking action himself, he uses his 

understanding of his young comrade’s psyche to trigger the young warrior’s action.  The 

provocateur causes the young warrior to think not only of his father’s death but of the Dane’s 

state of mind, his exulting and boasting over his violent deed.  It is not the fact that the Dane has 

killed his father or taken his sword alone that motivates the young Heathobard.  It is the way he 

imagines the Dane feels about it that triggers his revenge.  The provocateur knows this.  But, of 

course, the provocateur is the creation of Beowulf’s imagination.  Beowulf wants (1) Hygelac to 

imagine (2) an old Heathobard who wants (3) a young Heathobard to assume (4) that a Dane 

exults in having killed his father (5).  

These five levels of intentionality are the minimum necessary for the reader (level 6) to 

understand the purpose of Beowulf’s story.  There are other optional levels of intentionality 

which we might incorporate into the already heavy cognitive load.  There remains the question of 

minds which the reader must track but which are not necessarily privy to all of the other 

intentional levels.  Beowulf is telling Hygelac that Hrothgar has not thought of the scenario he 

describes.  Should we give Hrothgar his own level of intentionality, or does he share the third tier 

with the old Heathobard?  What about Ingeld and the other earls who break their oaths after the 

Danish retainer is killed?  These will depend on how we interpret minds that are imagined but 

                                                                                                                                                             
hindeman sīðe, / dӯre īren,  þǣr hyne Dene slōgon, / wēoldon wælstōwe,  syððan Wiðerġyld læġ, / æfter hæleþa 

hryre,  hwate Scyldungas? / Nū hēr þāra banana  byre nāthwylċes / frætwum hrēmiġ  on flet gæð, / morðres ġylpe(ð),  

ond þone māðþum byreð, / þone þe ðū mid rihte  rǣdan sceoldest.' / Manað swā ond myndgað  mǣla ġehwylċe / 

sārum wordum,  oð ðæt sǣl cymeð / þæt se fǣmnan þeġn  fore fæder dǣdum / æfter billes bite  blōdfāg swefeð, / 

ealdres scyldiġ;  him se ōðer þonan / losað (li)figende,  con him land ġeare. / Þonne bīoð (āb)rocene  on bā healfe / 

āðsweord eorla;  (syð)ðan Inġelde / weallað wælnīðas,  ond him wīflufan / æfter ċearwælmum  cōlran weorðað. / Þӯ 

iċ Heaðo-Bear[d]na   hyldo ne telġe, / dryhtsibbe dǣl  Denum unfǣcne, / frēondscipe fæstne (2041-69). 
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are not, themselves, aware of the other minds at subsequent levels of intentionality.  Beowulf 

wants Hygelac to imagine the minds of Hrothgar, Ingeld, and the old Heathobard, but neither 

Hrothgar nor Ingeld are aware of the old Heathobard’s intentions.  Zunshine counts similar 

parallel metarepresentations and other more abstract inferences in her analysis of novels such as 

Mrs. Dalloway and Lolita which she believes surpass Beowulf in complexity.
23

  However, in the 

strict sense established by Daniel Dennett, Robin Dunbar, and others, I will restrict parallel 

minds to a single tier.  In other words, if Beowulf wants (1) Hygelac to know (2) that Hrothgar 

does not know (3a) what the old Heathobard is plotting (3b), we should place Hrothgar and the 

Heathobard on the third tier of intentionality.  Only if Hrothgar knew what the Heathobard 

thought would each occupy his own tier.   

The surrounding character information certainly enables access to further levels of 

intentionality.  Beowulf specifies the fact that the young Heathobard is able to escape Ingeld’s 

court after he kills the Dane, “for he knows the land well.”  There is no indication of assistance 

from other Heathobards, even the one who spurred his revenge.  This would put the Heathobards 

in the awkward position of having allowed the murder of a Dane in their own court and not being 

able to offer up their kinsman to Danish justice.  This, in turn, would cause the Danes to suspect 

the complicity of other Heathobards and accuse Ingeld of breaking the truce.  Ingeld would no 

doubt view any Danish retaliation as a first strike, and thus hostilities would recommence with 

both sides claiming just cause.  None of this is specified—Hygelac is told only that “oaths sworn 

by earls on both sides will be broken”—but some sort of understanding of this social domino 

effect is necessary if we are to conclude that peace would necessarily be broken between the two 

kingdoms.  Similarly, in the works Zunshine explicates, many levels of intentionality are not 

                                                 
23

 See Brian Boyd’s review of Zunshine, “Fiction and Theory of Mind,” Philosophy and Literature 30.2 (2006): 

590-600. 
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explicitly described by the author but must be inferred by the reader if the characters’ thoughts 

and actions are to make sense.  Whether or not this sort of inference meets the psychological 

criteria for metarepresentations, they seem to be regarded as such by Zunshine  in works by 

Nabokov or Woolf.  If the comparison is to be fair, they should be regarded as such in Beowulf 

as well.  

The number of minds which must be read to understand the story-within-a-story-within-

a-story cannot be reduced below six—more if we include (as Zunshine does) the minds of the 

reader and the author.  This is already well above the usual limit beyond which modern test 

subjects begin to make cognitive errors.
24

  Despite its antiquity and historical distance from 

modernist novels, the social complexity depicted in Beowulf poses no less of a challenge to its 

readers’ metarepresentational ability than any of the works explicated by Zunshine. 

What keeps Zeus up at night 

There is no reason to believe that Beowulf is an anomaly of social complexity in an age 

otherwise lacking sophisticated social cognition.  Directly refuting Zunshine’s claims of 19
th

 

century cognitive innovation, Howard Mancing demonstrates layered intentionality in Cervantes’ 

Don Quixote, first published in 1605, and in the 1554 picaresque novel Lazarillo de Tormes.
25

  

Robin Dunbar finds six levels of intentionality in Shakespeare’s Othello.
26

  Dunbar observes, “In 

writing Othello, [Shakespeare] intended [1] that his audience realize [2] that the eponymous 

moor believed [3] that his servant Iago was being honest when he claimed to know [4] that his 

                                                 
24

 Peter Kinderman, Robin Dunbar, and Richard P. Bentall, “Theory-of-mind deficits and causal attribution,” British 

Journal of Psychology 89 (1998): 191-204. 
25

 “Sancho Panza’s Theory of Mind,” in Theory of Mind and Literature, ed. Paula Leverage and Howard Mancing. 

(West Lafayette: Purdue U P, 2011), 123-32. 
26

 Dunbar uses the spelling intensionality. 
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beloved Desdemona loved [5] Cassio.”
27

  In his 2008 Nobel Conference address, Dunbar 

designates Cassio as a sixth level, since Iago convinces Othello that Cassio reciprocates 

Desdemona’s affection.
28

  Not only was Shakespeare’s play written two centuries before most of 

the works Zunshine treats as cognitive innovations, but the fact that it was a dramatic 

performance challenges her presumption about the necessity of the written word in intentional 

embedment.  

[A] written culture is, on the whole, more able than is an oral culture to support the 

elaborately nested intentionality simply because a paragraph with eight levels of 

intentional embedment does not yield itself easily to memorization and subsequent oral 

transmission. It is thus highly unlikely that we would find many (or any) passages that 

require us to go beyond the fourth level of intentionality in oral epics, such as Gilgamesh 

or The Iliad.
29

 

It may be true that a paragraph with eight levels of intentional embedment does not yield itself 

easily to memory, but it does not lead itself easily to comprehension by a literate reader, either.  

At no point does Zunshine illustrate the clear use of eight levels of embedment in any of her 

chosen works, so it is hardly a fair comparison.  An inability to clearly depict the eighth level of 

intentionality also does not restrict a work to the fourth.   

Her case in point is, again, actually a counterpoint.  The Iliad is not simply the story of 

the Trojan War.  It does not begin with the abduction of Helen or end with the burning of Troy.  

The war is the context.  The poet declares his focus in the first line, invoking his muse to sing of 

                                                 
27

 Dunbar, The Human Story, 162. Dunbar’s italics. 
28

 Robin Dunbar, “Mind the Gap: Why Humans Aren’t Just Great Apes” (lecture presented at the 44
th

 Nobel 

Conference at Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, Minnesota, October 7-8, 2008).  

https://gustavus.edu/events/nobelconference/2008/dunbar-lecture.php.  Relevant commentary begins at 53:45. 
29

 Zunshine, Why We Read Fiction, 37-38. 
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the “rage of Achilles.”  To understand Achilles’ rage, we have to understand that he feels 

humiliated before the Greeks when Agamemnon takes his captive, Briseis.  That is, he worries 

that his men esteem him less because another king can take his captive.  It is not only the 

audience who must understand Achilles’ rage.  His mother, the immortal nymph Thetis, 

understands it and brings the case to Zeus.  By the beginning of the second book, Zeus has 

devised (1) a way to satiate Achilles’ rage (2), and therefore Thetis’s concern for her son (3), by 

sending a dream to Agamemnon (4) encouraging him to fight an unwinnable battle and lose 

credibility in the opinion of the other Greeks (5) whose esteem Achilles believes he has lost.
30

  

But Zeus must be careful to accomplish this without wholly defeating the Greeks in order to 

avoid angering Hera (6), who is jealous of Thetis and protective of Agamemnon.  Working out 

this ToM challenge literally keeps Zeus up at night.
31

  Similarly embedded minds are a frequent 

feature of frame tales both written (such as Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales and Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses) and derived from oral tradition (the Mahabharata and the Odyssey). 

Conclusion: Qualified Historicism 

In 2003, Andrew S. Gordon and Anish Nair used specially designed software to search 

digital texts of 176 English-language novels for words and phrases associated with 

representations of Theory of Mind in literature.  In the publication of their results, “Literary 

Evidence for the Cultural Development of a Theory of Mind,” Gordon and Nair claim to have 

                                                 
30

 The dream is anthropomorphized as a character, “wicked Dream” (οὖλον ὄνειρον, 2.6), to which Zeus speaks in 

the second person and whom he instructs to delude Agamemnon.  Thus, Dream could arguably constitute yet 

another mind which Zeus, and hence the reader, must monitor.  The personified Dream seems to act on its own when 

it makes the decision to take the form of Nestor when it appears before Agamemnon.  Another level could arguably 

be assigned to the Greeks as imagined by Achilles opposed to the Greeks as they are imagined by Zeus.  Zeus knows 

that Achilles must know that the Greeks see him differently, so he must figure out how to make them actually see 

him differently. 
31

 “Now the rest of the gods, and men who were lords of chariots, / slept night long, but the ease of sleep came not 

upon Zeus / who was pondering in his heart how he might bring honor / to Achilleus” (2.1-4).  Homer.  The Iliad of 

Homer.  Trans. Richard Lattimore. Chicago: University of Chicago, 1951, 76. 
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identified the 19
th

 century emergence of the conception of the Freudian subconscious.  The 

authors reason that if references to the subconscious appeared in more novels from the early 20
th

 

century than novels from the early 19
th

 then ToM is a cultural construction.  The first problem 

with the study is that it confounds Theory of Mind with a theory of the subconscious.  Awareness 

of another’s mind and another’s metarepresentational ability is not the same as the awareness of 

another’s subconscious drives—that is, the parts of another’s mind that he is not aware of, 

himself.
32

  Secondly, the search was limited by genre (novels), nationality (British and 

American), and idioms for describing ToM (those familiar to 21
st
 century Americans).  But 

another problem that foiled the study is the same problem that foiled Zunshine’s reading of 

Beowulf: only after a very close reading of a text can one reliably argue for the absence of a 

representation of a cognitive capacity such as ToM.  While it is easy to find positives, proving 

negatives is extremely difficult.  The fact that a reader does not find evidence in the form she or 

he expects does not justify the claim that the cognitive capacity did not exist at the time of the 

text’s production.  In the case of Gordon and Nair’s computerized text search and in the case of 

Zunshine’s reading of Beowulf, the problem was not a lack of evidence but the authors’ failure to 

notice counterevidence.  If these authors had read the works more closely (or read them at all, in 

the case of Gordon and Nair) they would have been quickly confronted with examples of the 

cognitive capacity they believed to have been invented by the modern, English-language novel.   

The evolved predispositions discovered by cognitive science are necessarily vague.  Each 

predisposition acts upon the particular material reality in which it is embodied.  This central tenet 

of cognitive historicism is not in dispute.  Cognitive historicism could potentially be the 

                                                 
32

 An argument could be made that ancient beliefs in demonic possession, inspiring genii (from which “genius”), 

and other mind-altering agents indicate a recognition that one was not necessarily sovereign over one’s own mind.  

See note 10 for an example from Beowulf. 
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dominant discipline for identifying which dispositions produce which cultural phenomena and 

why those dispositions manifest in one action or stated belief rather than another, equally-viable 

action or belief.  However, if it is to join two fields of study, it cannot be so easily satisfied with 

“selectively adapting” the findings and methods of science to suit foregone conclusions from the 

humanities.
33

  Empirical methodologies are designed to discover and interpret anomalies—to 

prevent the facts from being swept under the rug by confirmation bias.  Literary theorists do not 

have to conduct the same sorts of experiments that scientists do, but we do have to find ways to 

prevent ourselves from making and perpetuating hasty generalizations.  We may begin with a 

hypothesis such as “Beowulf should not be able to metarepresent more than three levels of 

intentionality,” but we cannot simply stop there.  We must test the hypothesis with a close 

reading of the text.  If the text does not support the hypothesis—as Beowulf clearly does not 

support Zunshine’s—it must be discarded, however much it accords with existing literary 

paradigms.  Zunshine’s attempts to appease the fears of established literary critics are well-

intentioned acts of academic diplomacy, but if our discipline is to be based on the text rather than 

on the authorities, diplomacy must take a back seat to methodological rigor. 
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